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Abstract
In Time, my BFA solo exhibition, was an installation of three four-foot-by-six-foot
looping video projections shone directly onto the walls of Meek Hall's Gallery 130. To
create this body of work, I performed as both photographer and subject. Performance art
in its simplest form exists completely autonomous of technology, and when the
photographer or videographer documents a performance s/he produces something new
and more tangible than simply engaging in the performance's live exchange. As I work
with time-based media, the idea of time is central to my art-making process and
conceptual development. In these works, I alter standard time structures by imposing my
figures atop one another and changing the speeds at which their performances play out.
My stacked figures' movements merge together into new boundless and illuminated ones,
and this visual occurrence comes to represent my delving into the deep state of natural
peace that I have discovered-with the help of Eckhart Tolle's The Power o/7Vbw-within
myself, beyond my singular body or my mind and its many constructs. These works
become sites of meditation for me on an inner consciousness that, ironically, can only be
accessed outside of time's confines. My close work with cameras, computers, and related
technologies in school have led me to a careful awareness ofimaging art as a complex
medium with transformative potential, and I invite my audience to 'take time' to view
these works, as I believe these visual representations can lead the open viewer closer to a
profound state of Being from which our modem world often disguises us.
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I- Introduction

As a digital artist, I strive to master the technology I employ, and my close work
with digital media has led me to a careful awareness of imaging art as a complex medium
with transformative potential. In this exhibit I present my works straightforwardly,
leaving exposed all of the technological elements required to create my installation.
Upon viewing my exhibition, my audience most readily sees the projections themselves,
shining brightly against the dimly lit gallery walls, and hears the down-tempo, echoed
music that accompanies the videos. As my viewers fully experience the installation, the
sources of its sights and sounds—projectors, dvd players, a stereo, speakers, and
numerous electrical cords—confront my viewers, keeping them aware of the numerous
technologies I use to create my art.
My exhibit focuses on my own performance as both photographer and subject, and
the site of my physical body becomes the convergence of the two media. The digital
photographer or videographer attains real control over time-based representations when
the computer is the worksite. Adobe Photoshop, Final Cut Pro, and other imaging arts
software allow the digital artist to manipulate raw representations into something new
that no live performance alone could create. My performances for the camera happen in
real time and cease to exist once I stop, but my records of these performances remain for
viewing and altering at my discretion. My work investigates new possibilities in digital
imaging, and by abandoning any goal of direct representation, I free myself to create
visual phenomenon that I’ve never before seen or experienced. As I arrange sometimes
hundreds of layers of video clips on top of one another in Final Cut Pro, the singular
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figures I've recorded merge with others, appearing boundless and newly illuminated.
This visual occurrence comes to represent my delving into the deep state of peace that I
have discovered within myself, beyond my social identity, my physical body or my mind
and its many constructs. These pieces become sites of meditation for me, and I believe
they can serve a similar purpose for others. It is my hope that as my figures transform
before my audience's eyes, my videos can transport the open viewer closer to a state of
profound personal consciousness available to us all.
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II. Digital Imaging: Representation and Abstraction

I pay close attention to the complex relationship between performance and digital
media. In film and television, cameramen often work to illustrate performances in a
"realistic or straightforward manner, despite that the camera is a device of abstraction,
producing representations of life that are inevitably something else. Photographs are
illusions produced by a machine designed to render images in a way similar to how the
eye views the world. I recognize photography and video as complex media, and I’m
interested in the various ways these media can pull from and represent the real world. I
work to create portraits that bear my subjects' unique life and personality, and I explore
the various ways digital imagery can represent these human qualities. There is no
inherent meaning in ink lying on photographic paper or pixels flickering across a TV
screen; rather, the value I find in the medium is its ability to pull viewers into a scene and
allow them to interpret and emotionally connect to whatever an image says.
My close work with imaging arts began when my mother gave me my first
camera

a digital Samsung point-and-shoot with accompanying photo editing software

on my 14th Christmas. And so began my journey as a digital artist. I was initially
concerned with photography as documentation; I began making pictures of myself and
my friends, seemingly as a way to hold onto otherwise fleeting moments.
In her influential book On Photography, Susan Sontag discusses the public’s
willing acceptance of photography as documentation, as "evidence" that something exists
or has existed. Surveillance photography and video have become useful tools of"proof
in court cases and elsewhere. Sontag offers that the photograph "seems to have a more
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innocent, and therefore more accurate, relation to visual reality than do other mimetic
objects," like paintings or written documents(Sontag, 5). But, as I have mentioned,
photography does not simply reproduce the world from which it pulls; the camera
interprets the world and creates distorted versions of it, however believable or
recognizable an image may seem.
As a visual artist, I am concerned with the way things appear, and through my close
work with various artistic media over the years I have focused my interest in and dealings
with appearances and imagery. I now look more to images as signifiers ofsomething
beyond form rather than as mere visual beauty or documents of passed moments. I am no
longer as interested in the documentary style ofimage-making that initially attracted me
to the media as I am in the ways that I can use images and video to speak about issues or
ideas in new ways. The pixel is the most basic element ofa digital image, and evidence
of individual pixels on a print can often distract viewers from immersing themselves in
the image. I addressed the idea ofthe pixel as the foundation ofthe medium in some of
my video works leading up to my thesis project. In a video piece that 1 made in 2011,1
worked with a single still image with a pixel resolution of300 dpi (dots per inch). I
created a series of variations on this image with reduced pixel resolutions, and then
arranged a video sequence of the images reducing consistently in pixel-count. The final
video illustrates an original image slowly and subtly reducing to flat squares of color as
the pixel-count decreases and the image remains the same size (Fig. 1). As viewers
experience this piece, they watch a recognizable image detach from its real world
associations by simplifying and abstracting into flat blocks of color. I created the oi
piece
as a meditation on

and acceptance of the illusory nature of digital photography. Pixels are
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Figure 1;
Crawford, Clay. Stillsfrom Pixelation video. 201 1

the alphabet of the digital photographic language, and as digital images and video reach
wide audiences through numerous public avenues, 1 find value in making works that can
bring my viewers toward a clearer understanding of the medium.
The pixel is an integral part of a major communicative art. Marshall McLuhan, et
al. in The Medium is the Massage elaborate on a similar train of thought;
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Societies have always been shaped more by the nature ofthe media by which men
communicate than by the content ofthe communication. The alphabet, for
instance, is a technology that is absorbed by the veiy young child in a completely
unconscious manner, by osmosis so to speak. Words and the meanings of words
predispose the child to think and act automatically in certain ways.... It is
impossible to understand social and cultural changes without a knowledge ofthe
workings of media (Marshall, Fiore, and Agel, 8).
1 work to bring viewers toward an awareness of the inherent qualities of the digital
media that engage photographers and audiences alike. Pixels make up nearly eveiy
image that companies use for billboards, television, and other wide-reaching media.
Whether or not one considers it when viewing digital imagery, the pixel forms the veiy
language of the medium that we increasingly incorporate into our modem social lives. I
question and explore the communicative potential ofthe pixel, and digital imaging as a
medium. I consciously use cameras and editing software as abstractors, and the site of
my digital art-making becomes one of exploration and discovery. I work at the command
of the technology 1 employ and my thesis show builds onto my awareness of the synthetic
nature of technology. In the show, 1 use imaging technologies to simultaneously
represent my specific performances and create wholly new visual and psychological
experiences.
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III. Artistic Inspirations: Pop and Fine Art

During my time in school, I have discovered and researched many artists working
across many media. I’ll highlight video artists and styles that have shaped the way I think
about and produce my own time-based works. My first major interest in video art grew
from watching music videos on MTV every day after grade school, while established fine
artists Nam June Paik and Bill Viola have more recently and specifically inspired the
technical and conceptual aspects of my video work.
I cite popular music videos of the late 1990s and early 2000s as some of my earliest
inspirations. I remember MTV's daily music video countdown Total Request Live
opening my 10-year-old eyes to an entire world of video art that I had never known. Pop
musicians and the three- to four-minute video musicals they showcased on MTV
captivated my imagination, and my early interest in this style of video art—centered on
music and human performance—^has undoubtedly influenced the way I work today.
Music videos, although often produced for marketing purposes, have always represented
to me a sense of fiin and exploration, as the genre aims to entertain the public and has
little interest in academic art tradition and technique. Music video directors and
producers work in a wide range of styles, from documentary to animation to complete
abstraction. Although many music videos play out as standard narratives set to music,
my favorite pieces are those that dismiss literal interpretation ofsong lyrics and in turn
create new and exciting video-audio experiences.
While music videos serve as music business and marketing practice, video emerged
for the first time in the 1960s and 70s as fine art. Nam June Paik around this time
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stepped forward as a video art pioneer, and his work and creative process since the 1960s
has greatly influenced the ways artists and media culture interpret video and television as
art. Paik emerged in the art world at a time when American households increasingly
welcomed the television inside.

TV has been attacking us our whole lives-now we can

attack it back!" urges the artist(Hanhardt, 12). Nam June Paik was the first artist to use
the television as a medium for art, and his expansive body of work seems to center on the
idea of the television as an iconic cultural object. His works range from installation, live
performance, and broadcast, to single- and multi-channel video pieces. The artist
considers the moving image "central to our visual culture," as John Hanhardt explains in
T/?e Wor/ds ofNam June Paik. "During this time of societal and cultural change,[Paik]
pursued a determined quest to combine the expressive capacity and conceptual power of
performance with the new technological possibilities associated with the moving image"
(Hanhardt, 15). Paik "attacks" television as a straightforward medium in a number of
ways, often by creating installations of hundreds of television monitors stacked or
arranged as he chooses. The artist was a musician before he began his work with
television and video, and he carries his awareness of media across various artistic genres.
In 1963, still before working with video, Paik explained his thoughts on music-making:
"I am tired of renewing the form of music....I must renew the ontological form of music"
(Hanhardt, 17). Paik makes the same effort to create wholly new ways of exhibiting and
experiencing video works. One of his most humorous pieces is his 1971 Concertofor TV
Cello and Videotapes (Fig. 2). Paik created a "TV cello," made of three powered
televisions, plexiglass and electric wiring.
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Figure 2;
Paik, Nam June. Imagefrom Concerto for TV Cello and Videotapes installation \91\

In the live perfoiTnance installation, the televisions played live footage of avantgarde cellist Charlotte Moorman as she plucked at the instrument. "The real issue

i not
IS

to make another scientific toy, but how to humanize the technology and the electronic
medium, which is progressing rapidly,” explains Paik ("Worlds," 62). There are
limitations to every artistic medium, but Paik's concept hinges on how he reinterprets
limitations to exciting and groundbreaking ends. It is Paik's fearless exploration
into new
modes of communication through video and television

that most inspires me and his

influential presence encourages me to delve deeply into new possibilities for
my own
photography and video art.
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I admire Nam June Paik as a concepmal pioneer, but I connect to contemporary
video artist Bill Viola as a spiritualist. Viola says of his artistic development toward
deeply personal and spiritual video works; "For me, the shift from ideas about social
perfection to the idea of self-perfection was a big turning point. 1 took this idea,
integrating it with performance art and body art, and went with it" ("Bill Viola: the
Passions"). The Getty Museum describes Viola's work as the artist's "means of
transformation," as he aims to illustrate profound spiritual experiences through figurative
and landscape imagery. I relate to Viola's efforts to lead his viewers toward selfknowledge through contemporary imagery and top-of-the-line technology. Viola's 2004
projected video piece The Raft depicts a group of pedestrians gathered closely together
against a black background, almost as if the group had been plucked directly from a busy
bus stop on the comer ofsome urban street scene (Fig. 3). The diverse group of people
stands huddled together while individual members look bored, restless, and unfriendly.
The video plays out in extreme slow motion to emphasize the figures subtle expressions.
A few moments into the video, a huge flood crashes into the group from beyond the
composition. In slow motion, we watch the water's brute force push the group to the
ground. As the water subsides, the people begin to stir in the wreckage as compassion
fills each of them. Two people even engage in a comforting embrace as a way to cope
with the frightening event that just took place. This piece repeatedly brings tears to my
eyes, as I closely relate to Viola's emotional narrative from general disinterest to
suffering and, finally, to compassion.
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Figure 3:
Viola, Bill. Video Stillfrom The Raft. 2012.

Developing compassion is a practice central to Buddhist teaching, and Bill Viola
incoiporates this and other Asian spiritual teachings into his transcendent video works.
Viola doesn't aim to make specifically religious works, but employs notions of divinity to
transport viewers to spiritual places within themselves. Whereas religion is a social
institution, Viola's aim is personal. He articulately explains:
It's about union with the Divine-that it's possible for the individual to directly
connect his or her spirit to the Godhead and not have to go through the priest. Of
course, this is politically dangerous to the established powers. The English poet
and artist William Blake, one of the great visionaiy artists in recent Western
histoiy, never felt that his gifts of insight were unique. On more than one occasion,
he affirmed that all people are capable of having visions and being in contact with
the Divine Imagination (Viola, 283).
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The search for the divine seems to be a common thread between all peoples, and
Viola often uses the human form as a universal symbol to which we can all relate. He
employs a straightforward, visceral shooting style when he depicts human performance,
transforming specific subjects and their actions into spiritual symbols of wide human
experience. 1 respond to the power of his videos' visceral quality, and the works I made
for this project favor his approach. 1 shot each of my videos against a black backdrop so
as to emphasize the human forms that are the visual focus of my work, and these formst

void of specific cultural or historical ties—become universally relatable like Bill Viola's

'if
do. 1 admire Bill Viola's ability to create spiritually riveting video works, and it is my
hope that as 1 continue working with video 1 can leam to more effectively engage and
communicate with my viewers.
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IV. Conceptual Influences: Time, the Mind, and Being

Time is a universally puzzling concept, made even more fascinating by our mind's
creation and perpetuation of the idea. German philosopher Edmund Husserl in the early
years of the 20th century introduced the science of"phenomenology" to the world.
Phenomenology centers on one's direct experience; experience is the phenomenon.
Husserl's definitive work The Phenomenology’ofInner Time-Consciousness covers at
length the evasive complexity of time, as he strives to explain how, through direct
experience, we can heighten our consciousness of time. Involved in this process is:
... the complete exclusion of every assumption, stipulation, or conviction [one has]
concerning Objective time.... From an Objective point of view every lived
experience, like every real being and moment of being, may have its place in the
one unique Objective time—consequently, also the lived experience ofthe
perception and representation of time itself(Husserl, 22).
We can understand the concept of Objective time as that which exists beyond our
perception or experience of it; however, as our understanding of time comes only through
direct experience, Husserl seems to dismiss altogether the Objective view of time in
exchange for his phenomenological one. Philosopher David Thompson of Memorial
University of Newfoundland summarizes: "we must suspend belief...until we can justify
[it] on the basis of our experience"(Thompson). This is a difficult task because our
perceptions, memories and expectations influence our understanding of experiences, I
find freedom in dismissing preconceptions and letting moments reveal themselves
innocently and genuinely to me. I employ this idea while making video art; I dismiss my
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obsessive clinging to expectation and find interest and peace in the direct experience of
creating video works. I immerse myself in the "instantaneous now" and let phenomena
guide me. Since video and time-based media are experiential, I hope that my viewers,
too, can suspend their prior experience and expectation, letting the moments I create take
over.
Spiritual guide and bestselling author Eckhart Tolle highlights the "power of the
Now" in his book of a similar title. Tolle’s The Power ofNow: A Guide to Spiritual
Enlightenment explains that the Now is all any person can ever have. He asserts that the
only way to become completely conscious is to immerse oneself completely in the now.
The nature of the body is to sustain itself in the present, and, Tolle explains, when we
identify more closely with our minds than with our entire beings, we remove ourselves
from presence. The mind is an essential instrument in human life, but to identify too
closely with its constant striving to make sense "is to be trapped in time: the compulsion
to live almost exclusively through memory and anticipation"(Tolle, 43). Such mind
identification is the cause of unnecessary anxiety and depression that plagues our modem
world and ruins our experiences. Tolle teaches that love is essentially "oneness;" when
we learn to become conscious of our Being, we can immediately feel more connected to
and one with other people and other forms of life. Tolle uses the terms "presence,"
fl M

consciousness.

Being," "joy," and "love" almost interchangeably. He powerfully

states, "it wasn't through the mind... that the miracle that is life on earth or your body
were created and are being sustained"(Tolle, 77). It seems to be general knowledge that
life exists beyond our minds, but Husserl and Tolle's works discuss the idea with a
profundity that captivates me. As I strive to maintain an unshakable consciousness of my
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own Being, the video works I have made for this show come as visual representations of
my delving into the phenomenon of true Being. There are no words or images that can
explain true being to someone; each must experience this state for him or herself I create
these video works as meditations that 1 hope can lead open viewers closer to their own
understanding of the peace and joy that rises from true consciousness.
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